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Winters joins
others: Return
to Frankfort
without pay

Local NFB
members
to attend
convention
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Originally formed as a suppon group for the blind, the
Murray chapter of the National
Federation of the Blind is now
in its 20th year of existence and
group members look forward to
the next 20 years.
While not formed as an official chapter until 1995. the support group was formed in 1991.
Danny Perry was one of the
charter members and has served
as president for the past 12
years. Perry said the chapter
exists to promote legislature, act
as a support group for the blind
awareness.
promote
and
Chapter members have traveled
to Washington. D.C. as advocates for blind-friendly legislation and Perry said the chapter
is a regular participant in local
parades and at the Freedom Fest
street fair.
Over the past 20 years. Perry
said he has seen Murray become
much more blind-friendly. He
attributes a lot of that to the passage of the Americans with
Disabilities Act and said he's
seen a lot of sidewalk improvements and a lot more Braille
around town.
In the next 20 years, Perry
said he hopes to continue to

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger 8. Times

DAY WITHOUT SHOES: Murray State University students lead several dozen others past Wells Hall in the
One Day Without Shoes" march Monday afternoon. As part of the event, students walked barefoot across
campus to raise awareness of how children in developing countries can pick up soil-based parasites by walking miles without shoes each day.

11 See Page 2A

. WEATHER

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

TOMORROW

,50s

• 60s

Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 71 South
southwest wind between 8 and
18 mph. with gusts as high as
29 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 50.
South southwest wind between
8 and 11 mph. with gusts as
high as 18 mph
Thursday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 74. South wind
between 6 and 15 mph. with
gusts as high as 23 mph.
Thursday Night: A 30 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms, mainly after
lam. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 60
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The Murray Finance Committee
reviewed requests from department
heads Tuesday night as they considered what priorities to include in next
year's budget.
Tuesday was the second of three
planned meetings to hammer out the
budget for 2011-2012 and was devoted specifically to the general fund. At
5:30 p.m. next Tuesday. April 12, the
committee will look at the utility
fund. The first and second readings of
the budget are currently scheduled for
the city council meetings on May 12
and 26, respectively.
Police Chief Jeff Liles requested

$108,710 for four 2012 Ford Taurus
Police Interceptor sedans. He said the
replacement rotation typically calls
for three new vehicles a year, but that
only enough money for two was
included in last year. He said he
would like to get back on schedule
with the additional cruiser this year.
Liles also made a request for an additional $17,000 for vehicle maintenance, an increase of 113 percent over
the previous year for a total of
$32,000. He said maintenance of the
department's fleet of vehicles average
$2,500 a month, but that the line item
had been reduced by 51 percent last
year.
Chief Eric Pologruto presented a

$10,454 request for a commercial
grade washing machine and hanging
drying equipment for firefighter suits.
Another $14,293 was requested for
apparatus bay exhaust systems for
stations 1 and 2, which would extract
vehicle exhaust arid other contaminants to the outside of the buildings.
$36,050 was requested for a generator
for both the police department and
Station I, and $25,00) was requested
for a 2011 Ford Taurus or Crown
Victoria to replace the fire marshal's
1996 Taurus. Pologruto said in his
expenditure request that the car was
undnvable for multiple reasons.

•See Page 3A

By KIRSTEN BENOT
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY, Ky. - The Youth
and Nonprofit Leadership
(YNL) program at MSU has
always been a standout area.
and now with the new option
for a YNL major, the possibilities have increased.
"The nonprofit sector is
growing very rapidly because
so many individuals, families
and groups need special attention in so many different
ways,- said Dr. Roger Weis,
professor and director of the
YNL program at Murray.
"Since our program has so
many students and such a long
history of success, we are glad
to be able to provide even
more support through the addition of a major."
Completing a minor, major

Lased avow Nen Tore

or double major with YNL Lan
open doors and lead to a number of potential career opportunities, he noted. The program prepares students for
leadership roles in youth,
human services and other nonprofit organizations such as
the American Red Cross, Big
Brother Big Sisters, Boys and
Girls Clubs of America, hospitals, colleges, ministries and
more.
The YNL program at MSU
has earned 10 national awards
and 35 local awards for excellence in academics, leadership,
service and research. It has
also been the largest program
in the country for 20 consecutive years. "The YNL program
has exploded over the years
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Planning Commission
approves Gates plat
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Planning Commission
unanimously approved a revised plan for
the Gates residential development on
Robertson Road South in a special-called
meeting Tuesday.
According to the planning department
staff report, Phase I of the Gates was
originally approved in 2007 with the plan
of building 36 residential units. The time
granted to complete the project expired.

See Page 3A
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SUNNY AFTERNOON: The combination of a sunny day and spring break for local school districts had the Murray-Calloway County Park full of residents Tuesday afternoon enjoying the
day. Pictured, Natalie Eberhardt of Murray pets her dog. Harley after playing in the dog park.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
irst District Sen. Ken Winter is joining a call by Republicans for a return
of lawmakers to Frankfort without
pay for a special veto session.
I R-M urray)
Winters
said both the House and
Senate voted for a responsible approach to resolving the Commonwealth's
$139 million Medicaid
budget shortfall this year,
but Gov. Steve Beshear
has vetoed key provisions
and a return to Frankfort
Winters
is needed to override the
move.
"Unfortunately, the governor vetoed all
the key accountability provisions and is
now left with an open checkbook combined with an unlimited credit card funded
with your tax dollars," Winters said.
He said the senate committee substitute
for House Bill One fully funded Medicaid
services while protecting taxpayers.
-The governor was provided with the
necessary funds this year but instead of
basing Kentucky's future financial secunty on an IOU promise, both the Senate and
the House of Representatives agreed that
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Obama opens bid
for new term, no
longer outsider

Kentucky

News in Brief
TVA drafts 20-year plan for natural resources
KNOX'..1LI.L. Tenn. AP) - The Tennessee Valley Authonty
has drafted a natural resources plan to help guide management and
use of public land for the next two decades.
The draft plan will help guide management and use of about
293.000 acres of federally owned lands and 11,000 miles of shoreline on 46 reservoirs in the utility's seven-state service area.
The draft plan and an accompanying draft environmental impact
statement are available for public review and comment through
May 16 at http://www.tva.corninrp and will be discussed at three
public meetings.
The meetings are April II at Pellissippi State Community
College in Knoxville, April 20 at Marshall County High School in
Benton, Ky., and April 25 at Muscle Shoals High School in
Muscle Shoals. Ala,

Ky. Hall of Fame adding country music stars
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Music Hall of Fame
and Museum will induct a fresh class of homegrown stars this
week.
Country stars Keith Whitley, Patty Loveless and John Michael
Montgomery are among this year's seven artists who will be celebrated at a ceremony in Lexington on Thursday.
Montgomery said when he was getting his start in country
music, he drew inspiration from all the famous Kentucky-born
artists who came before him.
The singer, who has had seven No. 1 country music singles
including "I Swear,- said he considers the Hall of Fame induction
one of the top achievements of his career.

2 die while fishing below Kentucky Dam
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP) - Kentucky wildlife officials are
investigating the deaths of two men when their fishing boat was
swamped in the tailwater of Kentucky Dam.
The boat capsized near an open spillway, tossing three men into
to Tennessee River on Saturday. One man managed to swim to a
closed spillway from where he was rescued, but the other two
died.
The Marshall County coroner said 64-year-old Ray Herman of
Campbellsburg and 44-year-old Andy Myers of Louisville
drowned, according to a published report.
Sgt. Garry Clark of Kentucky Fish and Wildlife says water
below the dam is more turbulent and can be dangerous, but fishermen go there because it's where catfish gather
It wasn't clear whether Herman and Myers were wearing life
jackets, but the survivor was wearing one.
The survivor's name wasn't released.

•Return to Frankfort...
From Front
the governor would report to the
legislature on a monthly basis
his progress in achieving certain
cost savings."
Winters said the original bill
required accountability measures documenting any Medicaid
managed care savings, mandate
reductions in non-merit personnel and personal service contracts, limit debt restructuring
and prohibit Beshear from furloughing any state employees.
"Furthermore, the bill suspended any legislator compensation - no legislator would
receive pay during this veto
recess," Winters said. "It
required an independent firm to
verify the governor's savings
and mandated face-to-face
interviews to help root out
Medicaid fraud."
However House Democrats
voted to end the first special session counting on Beshear's veto
because they objected to cuts in
spending proposed by Senate
Republicans on a bi-partisan bill
that passed with a large majority. Senate President David
Williams (R-Burkesville) had
previously adjourned without
working out a bill to deal with
the Medicaid deficit, but
Beshear ordered lawmakers
back to Frankfort to do the job.
Fifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley (D-Murray) said the
House adjourned to save taxpayer dollars.
"The House adjourned a week
ago in order to save money, but

apparently the
Senate remains
in session until
(today) April 6,
at $62,000 per
day," he said.
Winters says
I awmakers
should return to
take action on
Henley
Be shear's
vetoes.
"It now appears that the
majority leadership in the
House of Representatives is
refusing to come back to
Frankfort and override these
outrageous vetoes, despite calls
from
House and Senate
Republicans to return to work,"
Winters said.
On Monday. House Speaker
Greg Stumbo said lawmakers
have amassed more than
$500,000 in wages in the past
eight days even though they
haven't been at work and called
Friday for Senate leaders to
adjourn as the House has
already done to stop the cost of
a special legislative session,
according to an Associated
Press report. Senate President
David Williams sent a letter to
Stumbo Friday proposing that
the past eight days be declared a
legislative interim so lawmakers
won't be paid. The pay issue
arose when the Senate opted to
recess until next Wednesday
rather than adjourn after passing
a Medicaid budget bill last
month. The House adjourned,
hoping to end the special session.
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AP PhotoNyodo News
JAPAN EARTHQUAKE: An aerial view from Tuesday, April 5,
shows roads of Rikuzentakata city, lwate prefecture, northeastern Japan, after the debris was cleaned away, following
the March 11 earthquake and tsunami.

•NFB convention...
From Front
grow the chapter, which has
seen as many as 30 members at
one point, and continue to promote blind-friendly legislation.
While Perry himself is legally
blind, he said it's not a requirement to be a part of the chapter.
One of the largest activities
the 12-member chapter participates in each year is the annual
NFB National Convention. This
year, the convention is held in
Orlando and six local chapter
members will be attending the
week-long event. Perry, who has
been to eight national conventions, said the convention is a
time where members can come
together and learn about what is
going on in the world of the
blind.
"People come and talk about
new technology, new legislation," he said. "For example, the

quiet car bill."
Perry said the quiet car bill.
which requires new, silent
hybrid automobiles to make
some sort of noise to help alert
the blind and otherwise
impaired, was a big deal.
Local chapter members must
pay for their own meals and
other items, but are assisted in
the cost of transportation and
lodging through fundraising
activities. The chapter will be
holding a benefit auction
Saturday. April 9. starting at I
p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.
Perry said the event is one of the
largest fundraisers for the trip
and will last until they run out of
items.
For more information on the
NFB. visit www.nfb.org. For
more information on the Murray
chapter, visit www.nfbofmurray.com or contact Perry at 7530911.

II New MSU major...
with a national record in student
enrollment last year of 549 students," Weis said.
Considering how this change
will affect enrollment, Weis

said, "There are so many needs
in our society and students are
stepping up in a big way to meet
those needs. so I see this major
growing at a very strong pace
and I believe it will help MSU's
enrollment significantly."

Free community Easter egg
hunt to be held in Murray

Safe boating class slated
for April 16 in Cadiz

Jones
The
C.A.
Management Group will host a
community-wide free Easter
Egg Hunt on Saturday, April
16, at the Murray Country
Club, according to Dave
Reeves, VP of public relations.
Children eight years of age and
under are invited to attend.
Registration begins at 9:30 a.m.
In addition to the thrill of
Easter egg hunting, this event
offers inflatables, crafts, games
and pictures with the Easter
Bunny. Participants must preregister at Elements, Vintage
Rose Emporium or University
Book and Bean, and they
should bring their own Easter
basket and picnic blanket. Box
lunches are available for purchase, or participants can bring
their own.

CADIZ, Ky. - The local unit of
the United States Coast Guard
Auxiliary located in Trigg County
is enceuraging all area boaters to
participate in a one-day safe boating course.
This one-day course titled
"About Boating Safely" will be
conducted at the Janice Mason Art
Museum, lower level. 71 Main
Street, in Cadiz on Saturday. April,
16, beginning at 8 a.m. The class
will adjourn at 5 p.m. Entire families are welcome to attend. Cost is
$20(525 for families) for the textbooks and materials. Payment and
reservations in advance is a must.
Contact Ken Culwell at (270)
924-0363. (270) 348-2321or email kenculwell@bellsouth.net to
sign up.
Class size is limited te the first
20 signups.

From Front
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By BEN FELLER
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — No
longer the fresh voice of change.
Obama
President
Barack
embarked on a bid for re-election this week by asking a divided, anxious electorate to let him
finish the job he won in 2008.
He's getting an early start
against a Republican field that's
still undefined, but he's saddled
with an ailing economy that still
isn't working for millions of voters.
Obama began with an effort to
recapture his outsider's touch of
2008, bypassing a public statement from the White House in
favor of an email sent to millions of supporters.
He offered a kickoff video in
which official Washington is
ignored and even Obama himself only makes a fleeting
appearance. What the campaign
wanted voters to see instead
were people like them speaking
of real-life concerns and their
faith in Obama, against wholesome backdrops in every clip: a
church, a farm, a family in a
kitchen, an American flag.
He told supporters later in the
day he needs their help again,
perhaps more than he did four
years ago, because 'we may not
have the exact same newness
that we had in 2008."
"But that core spirit ... is still
there and it's still in you and so I
hope that even though we're a
little older and a little wiser now
than we were back in 2007 and
2008, I hope everybody is ready
to run that race one more time,"
Obama said in a conference call
with backers.
This time around. Obama carries both the benefits and baggage of being the establishment
candidate.
The president now owns an
economy that is adding jobs but
still leaving millions of people
without help or work. As the
incumbent, he can blow into
town on Air Force One, draw
unparalleled free media coverage and command all the other
perks of the presidency. But he

Watching
the Weather
- with Justin Holland
High temperature of 80
degrees recorded on March
20.
••••
Justin Holland, official government weather observer for
Murray. reported that the high
temperature for the month was
80 degrees on March 20 and the
low temperature for the month
was 29 degrees on March I.
Average temperatures for the
month were a high of 58
degrees which was normal and a
low of 41 degrees which was
three degrees above normal.
Thunder was reported on
March 4, 9 and 29. Sleet was
observed on March 25. The
highest wind gust reported was
35 mph on March 23.
Precipitation of 4.92 inches
was listed for the month. This
was .18" March 4, 1.18" March
5..69" March 8, .82" March 9,
.21" March 10, .15" March 13,
.44" March 14, .11" March 25,
.37" March 26. .69" March 29
and .08" March 30. The normal
precipitation for March is 4.27
inches.
The weather outlook for April
calls for normal temperatures
and above normal preci,nitation

must also remobilize his coalition and reenergize it, too.
including getting back the independent voters who swung
Republican in last year's
midterm elections.
Obama ran once on hope. This
time he will run on his record as
well. That means voters will
evaluate him on what he has gotten done, including laws to
reshape health insurance and
Wall Street behavior, and the
promises he has not delivered
upon, including immigration
reform and closing the prison at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
A huge part of his challenge
will be to spark the voter inspiration that often got lost in the
slog of governing. His new campaign video gave a nod to the
challenge. A woman named
Alice from Michigan said:
"We're paying him to do a job.
So we can't say,'Hey, could you
just take some time off and
come and get us all energized?'
So we better figure it out."
Obama filed his candidacy
paperwork Monday, about 20
months from Election Day,so he
can begin raising money in
earnest for a potential campaign
fund of $1 billion or more. More
than a dozen Republicans are
seriously considering trying to
unseat him, but none has
declared yet.
What comes next is a loud,
undefined, unpredictable White
House contest. The early party
primary voting is not set to
begin until next year.
Obama, as both president and
candidate, is trying to keep those
two roles separate. "Even
though I'm fecused on the job
you elected me to do, and the
race may not reach full speed for
a year or more, the work of laying the foundation for our campaign must start today," he said
in the email to backers.

7th annual
Share a Seed,
Watch it Grow
event coming
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray
State University's department
of recreation in the college of
health sciences and human
services (HSHS) will partner
with Murray city schools and
the Murray-Calloway County
Parks Department to provide
local kindergartners with fun
and valuable environmental
education.
The seventh annual Share a
Seed; Watch it Grow program
will be held as a part of that
partnership. The program
allows students to plant seed,.
grow them into seedlings and
then replant them in the park.
The two-day event kicks off
on April 15 at Murray
Elementary School. Students
will be involved in a variety of
activities including planting
seeds, making instruction
booklets for their seeds, playing plant bingo, visiting the
Pullen Farm greenhouse at
Murray State and planting
flowers in their school beds.
The second day will be held
on May 6 at the MurrayCalloway County Park. This
day allows students to enjoy an
array of activities including
planting their seedlings. pant,. ipation in team building activities and disc golf. and more.
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Obituaries
Troy Garland

Billy McBride

Iios tiatland. 72. ot Murray. died I uesday. April 5. 2011. at his
icsidencc A rranocinents are incomplete at Heritage Family Funeral

Funeral sets ice and interment for Billy McBride. 83, of Murray,
formerly of Orlando. Fla., were held Monday, April 4, 2011. at 10
a.m. at the chapel of Watson-North in Winchester. Tenn.
McBride died Wednesday. March 30. 2011. in Nashville, Tenn.
Preceding in death were his wife. Loree McBride; and parents.
Fred L. and Wilma A. McBride.
He is survived by two daughters, Debra Shepeard and husband.
David of Murray, and Zina Di Tonno and husband, Dan: and grandchildren, Austin D. Shepeard and Amber Shepeard.
Online condolences may be made at www.watsonnorth.com.
Arrangements were handled by Watson-North Funeral Home.
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Susan Porter. 51. of Water Valley. died Sunday. April 3. 2011, at
the Jackson Purchase Medical Center in Mayfield. There will be no
public visitation or service.
Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Sarah Faust Faughn
Sarah L. t.aust Faughn, 90, died Monday. April 4, 2011, at 3:45
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born March 22, 1921 in Paris. Tenn., she was baptized in the First
Baptist Church in Paris where she was active in Sunday School and
the BYPU. A member of Murray's First Baptist Church, she was
also a graduate of E.W. Grove High School in Paris and had retired
as assistant manager of Sears in Murray.
In addition to her parents, George and Mary Faust, she was preceded in death by her husband, G.W. "Willie" Faughn; two sisters,
Cordie Maie Dublin and Oreita F. Faidley: and three brothers, Basil,
Atril and John Thomas Faust.
She is survived by one son, Don Faughn and wife, Leisa of
Murray; two grandchildren, Carley Faughn of Lafayette. La., and
Chris Faughn of Tennessee; one sister, Zenona Faust Harris of
Jefferson City. Tenn.: nieces, Sharon McIntosh Wells and husband,
Fred, and Rebecca Dublin Landolt, all of Murray, Paula Harris
Wolfe and husband. Gary of Jonesville. Va., Karl Harris and wife.
Thelma of Savannah, Ga., Dr. Kim Harris and wife, Dr. Lois Anne
Harris of Liberty. Mo.. and Barbara Schiappa and husband, Charles
of Carlisle, Ma.
Private graveside services will be held.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church, ck
Priscilla Class, 203 South 4th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
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A memorial service for Jody Williams Erwin, 52. of Hazel, was
held Tuesday. April 5, 2011, at 7 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Will McSweeney officiating.
Erwin died Sunday, April 3, 2011, in Murray.
Born May 31. 1958 in Kansas City, Mo., to the
late Roger Williams and Joyce Hill Williams, she
was a member of the Immanuel Lutheran Church in
Murray.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in
death by one sister, Cathy Wilson.
She is survived by three sisters, Wendy Orten of
Murray,Teri Harvey of Memphis.Tenn., and Cindy
Erwin
Henderson and husband, David of Sedalia: one
brother, Marty Williams and wife. Alisa of Murray;
special niece. Terra Osborne of Murray: and eight other nieces and
nephews; and a special friend. Randy Wilson of Hazel.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhorne.cotn. Arrangements were handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Valley Galloway Miller

Bobbie Higgins
Funeral services for Bobbie Higgins, 70, of Murray. will be held
Friday. April 8.2011. at 11 a.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home with the Rev. Brett Miles officiating. Burial will follow in the
Murray Cemetery.
Visitation will be Thursday. April 7, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Serving as active pallbearers will be Tom Higgins. Allen Erwin.
Jonathan McClure. Darran McClure, Michael Higgins and Trey
O'Neal. Honorary pallbearers will be Frankie Murray and Ben
Geurin.
Higgins died Sunday. April 3. 2011. at 10:18 p.m. at her home.
She was born Feb. 9. 1941 in Water Valley. to Paul and Alma
(Jackson) Smiley.
She is survived by her husband, Marshall Higgins, whom she married Feb. 9. 1957; three daughters, Liz Erwin, Ann Brown and husband. Steve. and Debbie McClure and husband. Nick, all of Murray;
one son, Wayne Higgins of Murray; eight grandchildren, seven
great-grandchildren: one brother-in-law, John Higgins of Murray;
and several cousins.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Honig.

Delores IC McClaurin

ow
Ig

Jody Williams Erwin

Nlemonal very ices tor Delores K. McClaurin. 58, of Murray, will
be held today. Wednesday. April 6. 2011, at II a.m. at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home Chapel with Fr. Jason
McClure officiating. Visitation will also be today,
from 9-11 a.m. at the funeral home.
McClaurin died Saturday. April 2, 2011, at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born Jan. 12, 1953 in Murray. she was of
Catholic Faith and a member of the Order of
Eastern Star.
Preceding in death was a brother, Leon Dixon.
She is survived by her daughter, LaSonia
McClaurin
McClaurin of Murray; son. Christopher Catlett of
Murray; parents, George E. Catlett of Paducah. and
Ruby Pearl Phelps Dixon of Chicago. Ill.; sisters, Kimberley Catlett
of Waynesboro. Pa.. Karlesta Mitchell of Woodbridge, Va., Kaptoria
Sanders of Centreville, Va., Loretta Whitsett of Chicago, Ruby Pearl
Dixon of Houston, Texas. and Kathleen Whitsett and Karissa Ennis,
both of Murray: brothers, Kyrile Catlett of Murray. Avery Dixon and
Anthony Dixon. both of Houston; and grandchildren, DeAngelo
Foster, Artasia Harris. LaTia Kendley, Khalil Catlett. Mekhi Catlett
and Gabriel Crass.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.

Mrs. Valley L. Galloway Miller. 99, of Greenville. S.C. formerly
of Muffay, died Friday. April I. 2011. at 11:46 p.m. at the National
Health Care in Greenville. Ms. Miller was born in Murray, Feb. 2,
19-12, to the late Scudder and Rela Galloway. She graduated from
Lynn Grove High School and moved to Detroit, Mich., where she
proudly worked for Ford Motor Company for 41 years.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband. Bonnie Miller; son, Joe Hal Miller: sister, Jetty Houston; and
three brothers, Alvah. Tar and Burnett Galloway.
She is survived by her daughter-in-law. Mary Ann Miller of
Greenville; three grandchildren, Michelle (Scott) Bushey of
Greenville. Megan (Mark) Brown of Casheirs. N.C.. and Mark
(Teri) Miller, currently of London. England; great-grandchildren.
Rachel and Suzanne Bushey and Joseph and Katherine Miller;
brother, Billie Nat (Virginia) Galloway of Almo; as well as three
nephews and four nieces.
Graveside services will be held Friday. April 8, 2011, at 9 a.m. at
the Murray Memorial Gardens in Murray. Bro Howard Welch will
officiate. Visitation will be held Thursday. April 7, 2011, from 4-7
p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at: www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
This is a paid obituary.
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times polio: A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)

•Planning..
From Front
making it necessary for the
developers to reapply to the
Planning Commission. Five
units have already been built
and the revised planned development project (PDP) plat
calls for a total of 39 units.
Developer Jim Tate presented
the revised plat at the regular
March :5 meeting, but commission members voted to
table the request until each of
the people who own the existing properties had signed off
on changes to the plan. At
Tuesday's
meeting
Commission Chairman said the
three owners of Gates residences had signed papers say-

ing they understood the
changes that had been made
from the original plan. Of the
five buildings already finished.
three are owned and two are
rented. Vanover said.
Changes to the PDP include
the absence of a clubhouse that
had been originally proposed.
Three additional units were
also added to Phase I. which
includes one where the clubhouse had been planned and
another two on Pillar Drive.
Although several people who
live nearby the project spoke in
opposition at the March 15
meeting. no members of the
public requested to speak on
Tuesday.

AP Photo/The Commerciai Appeal, Mike Brown
TENNESSEE STORM: A Memphis Police Officer walks by a
damaged home and van after a storm that rolled through
Memphis, Tenn. on Monday, April 4. Strong thunderstorms
and pounding rain swept across Tennessee and claimed the
life of an elderly Memphis man who was killed by a power
line, authorities said. The Memphis Fire Department confirmed Monday that the victim, who was found dead outside
his home, had been electrocuted by a power line.

City finance...
From Front
including transmission and
steering problems. He said the
vehicle's ignition does not work
and the car will not start.
Pologruto also requested
$15.000 to replace bunker gcar,
which would include six sets of
coats, hats and helmets.
Another $15,000 was requested
for training dealing with rescues in confined spaces for 30
firefighters.
Human Resources Director
Morris
requested
Cathy
$20.000 for safety professional
services and equipment. which
she said would amount to
$10,000 for both the fire and
police departments. She said
some of the money could be
used at the chiefs' discretion for
safety equipment, but also for
additional training and consulting. She said the consultation
cost was intended to increase
safety and reduce injuries workers' compensation claims.
Street Superintendent Ron
Allbritten requested 5130.000
for brine production equipment
and a salt storage facility. He
said the city previously purchased brine from the state
highway department, but the
contract was not expected to be
renewed He said having the

means to store salt and make
brine would make the street
department more prepared for
snow, and that the city could
also sell what it didn't use. lie
said nearby cities had expressed
interest in buying brine and he
expected local businesses and
other organizations would also
be interested. Allbritten also
requested $20.500 for computerized sign-making equipment
and software, which he said
would allow the city to be prepared when new federal sign
regulations take effect in 2018.
David Roberts, director of
planning and engineering.
requested 515,000 to pay for
anticipated professional services related to legal descriptions
that could be needed if the city.
re-zones some areas that had
been under consideration for
the last three to five years. He
said this could include Elm
Street between Sixth and Eighth
streets. Poplar Street between
13th and 15th. 15th from Poplar
to Vine and Olive Street
between Fifth and Seventh
streets. An additional $10.1XX1
was requested to update 1971
subdivision regulations. which
could include review of lot
sizes, roadway construction
requirements and sidewalk,
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Roundabout U show
features fishing, circus
Special to the Ledger
This week Murray State
University's Roundabout U
show hosts Sarah Clark and Jim
Carter make their way to
Kentucky Lake with Ben
Dziwulski and Kevin Beverley
of North Carolina State as the
two college students prepare to
compete in the National Guard
FLW College Fishing National
Championship at the CFSB
Center April 7-9. As the four
cast their lines. Dziwulski will
give viewers helpful tips on the
sport of fishing.
Carter and Clark also caught
up via webcam with Allison
Shaw, the first college female
competing in the tournament.
Dave Washburn. Kevin Hunt
and Scott Ellison. all FLW
employees, will answer questions about the upcoming tournament.
Clark and Carter also go
behind the scenes at the Barnum

Legion Auxiliary Unit 73
will meet Thursday

c)nywyeinen/

Our
.• Registered
Bridal Couples:
Amy Melvin
& Matthew Middlebrooks

Datebook
Sanct Teague,
Community
editor

FUN & FASHION
By O.K. Kelley

Kristi Hintz
& Ryan Pickens
Linda Dinh
& Bryan Nixon
Blair Lane
& Tyler Brockman
Brittany Davis
& William Riggs

Looking fresh and healthy will ts...-a‘v
this spring with the big color of the year honeysuckle
Weanng It makes you feel energized and
.nspired. It flatters your skin tone, to pie
omu a pretty glow
Tunics anyone.' tt seem,they are everywhere We have .11.01 received cute new
mesh tops to go under the ,leeYeless tunics
in caw you don't want to bare your arms,
Lots of new tribals has arrived as well as
the look of the season. ruffles on everything
These sheer feminine tops can be
under a cardigan or Jacket
Hats. scarves and wide hells are very
much in this spring too. especially the
edora hat
Lager IS this month It's a great time to
irs on some of this season's hest dresses
The annual Hospice Style Show is
'Tuesday. April 26th at II antI p ni
he First United Methodist Church. so;
Maple Si. Murray. Ky.
Cost is $10 which includes lunch or take
out. COOK and to tu you please'
We will be putting on the fashion show
again this year. Tickets can be bought hem
or at the door of several other locations
All proceeds go to MCCH Residential
Hospice House This is such a good cause
and we have so much fun. Please loin
New Bnghton Sunglasses have ed a,
well as more beads and charms More yellow box sandal, on the way'
Congratulations to Rhiannon Cooper
Cireen who won the give-a-way this week
lk sure to come in or po to our facebook
page to see new merchandise and slick on
like. One April customer of the Month will
lie drawn next week Su', tuned to next
AMC,fun and fashion repms

Holly Nelson
& Logan Schwettman
Heather Collins
& Shawn McClure
Gina Fielder
& Sam Jackson
Rachel Snyder
& Jason McCuiston

%OM

done 01

Ellen Meranda
& Clay Waller
Brittany Ross
& T.J. Hargrove
Mallory Neltner
& Greg Ryan
Brittni Sullivan
& Josh Kerr
Charlsie Young
& Jesse Williams
)ou matt purchase online at
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Garden Department will meet Thursday
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday, April 7. at 1 p.m. at the club house for a silent auction of
items sewn, grown, baked, canned or otherwise constructed.
Hostesses are Pam Cartwright. Carol Wimberly and Dee' Morgan.
Members are asked to bring personal items for domestic violence.

Bazzell and Coursey
Ray Coursey and Cynthia Bazzell announce their engagement and
approaching marriage.
Ms. Baize!l is the daughter of Jerry Bazzell and the late Ruth
Bazzell. She is the mother of Josh Young and wife. Ashley. and
Jacob Young of Murray.
Mr. Coursey is the son of Cheryl Coursey and Ray Gene and
Debbie Coursey.
The bride-elect is a 1983 graduate of Calloway County High
School and received her LPN degree in Murray in 1984. She is also
a 1993 graduate of Paducah Community College with a RN degree.
She previously worked for 25 years at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital before moving to Jackson Purchase Medical Center where
she is currently employed.
The groom-elect is a 1986 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 1992 graduate of Murray State University a Bachelor
of Science degree in Finance with Investment Emphasis. He has
worked for the Calloway County Clerk's Office since 1985 and was
elected clerk in 1995. On April 17, he will surpass Marvin Harris as
the longest serving clerk in the history of Calloway County.
The wedding will be Sunday. April 17. 2011, at 2 p.m. on the south
side of the Calloway County Court Square. closest to Maple Street.
in Murray.
A reception will ?ollow at the Robert 0. Miller Annex. located at
201 S. 4th Street in Murray.
All family and friends are invited to attend. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

fi.i.r4..
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Evelyn Grace Stokolosa
Nicholas
and
Adriane
Stokolosa of Almo, are the parents of a daughter. Evelyn Grace
Stokolosa. born March I 7. 2011,
at 8:06 a.m, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds five ounces and measured 19 2/3 inches. The mother
is the former Adriane Southard.
A
brother
is
Benjamin
Stokolosa, 3.
Grandparents are Jamie and
Joe Haynes of Murray, Dale
Southard of Murray. and Cindy
Stokolosa and the late Joseph
Stokolosa of Swedesboro. N.J.
Great-grandparents
are
Dorothea Scheidemantel of
Morrisville. Pa.. and Gene and
Faye Schrader of Puryear. Tenn. Evelyn Grace Stokolosa

Need Line has openings
in senior food program
Special to the Ledger
Need Line has openings for
the
Senior
Commodity
Supplemental Food Program
and is currently taking applications.
This program provides a

ON SALE APRIL 4TH THRU APRIL 9"
r11[\ i LL
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ALL CANDLES!

monthly food box that has supplemental nutritious food donated by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. The purpose of the
program is to provide supplemental foixfs and nutrition education' to eligible persons. The
monthly food box contains
evaporated milk, meat. juice.
instant milk, vegetables. fruit,
peanut butter or dry beans, rice
or pasta or potatoes. cereal.
cheese and nutritional information.
Persons 60 and older can
apply at the Need Line office.
located at 638 South 4th Street.
Monday through Friday from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. To apply. you
must bring proof of income for
all persons living in the home.
For more information. call 753633
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Kentucky retirees will meet

The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky
Retirees will meet Thursday, April 7, at 10:30
.i.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Drive in Paducah for a combined
luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the Kentucky
Retirement System (Ballard. Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman,
Graves, Marshall, McCracken) and the Kentucky State Police
Retirement System are encouraged to attend. For more information.
call 898-728901 527-9531.

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet

about how to gel to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called "Road to Recovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and
from their life-saving treatments. To request assistance or
inforniation on how to volunteer
to be a driver, call the American
Cancer Society 24-hour information line at 11800) 227-2345.
For information on Road to
Recovery, visit cancer.org.

Lauren Daniel
& Tim Ulseth

www.murrayledg

The American Legion Auxiliary Unit #73
will meet Thursday. April 7. at the Legion
Hall on Bee Creek Drive. at 7 p.m. There will
be a guest speaker from the American Red
Cross. Those who are a wife, sister, mother or
daughter of a seteran are encouraged to
come and join the group. Refreshments will
be served. For more information. call
President Townya Ritzie at 293-3145.

& Bailey Circus performance at
the CFSB Center on MSU's
campus.
This week's show airs at various times from April 3-9. and is
broadcast on KET (Kentucky
Educational Television) and
through local cable systems.
Specific air dates and times can
be found online at www.roundaboutu.com.
Roundabout U is a weekly.
award-winning video magazine
produced by Electronic Media
Services at Murray State
University. Filmed in high definition, the show highlights
events throughout Kentucky and
the region. Visit www.roundaboutu.com for up-to-date information and clips from past
episodes. Fans can also follow
on Facebook and Twitter for
pictures, informatfon
and
videos, and viewers can watch
past episodes on Roundabout's
YouTube page.

Cancer society offering program
The American Cancer Society
has a free. transportation assistance program operating in
Calloway County so cancer
patients won't have to worry
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Overeateis' Anonymous. a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For information.
call Marcia at 247-741401 Jim at 623-8850.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday. Thursday and
Saturday from 8-9 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. All meetings
are open.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday. April 7. at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County
Public Library. For more information. call Stephanie Cunningham
at 753-6646.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday. April 8, at 1 p.m.
in the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at
753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

Cemetery work day to be held
The Long Creen Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes will hold a
work day on Saturday. April 9. Family members, friends and interested persons are encourage to bring tools and help with the general maintenance. A potluck lunch will be at noon.

Murray Musketeers to walk for diabetes
The Murray Musketeers invites all Murray and Calloway County
residents and organizations to join their team in the JDRF Walk to
Cure Diabetes on Saturday. April 16. at Noble Park in Paducah.
Registration is at I p.m. and the walk begins at 2:30 p.m. For more
information. contact Tyra Gamble at tylee9501@aol.com.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
WATCH Center at 702 Main St.. Murray. needs aluminum cans for
an on-going fund-raising project. Peggy Williams. director. said,
"These may be taken to the center during regular hours; or persons
may drive through the driveway on the west side of the center and
place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night: or may
be donated at a Make A Difference Day at Murray State University
Stewart stadium parking lot."

First Presbyterian features
Sims in organ fundraiser
Special to the ledger
Murray 's
Piesby terian
Church. 1601 Main Street. will
hold a fundraising concert on
Sunday, April 10, at 4 p.m. This
event is free, but an offering will
he received with proceeds going
to help replace the church',
electronic organ.
Gifted trombonist and flautist
Dr. Sim Flora will be featured
during this one-hour concert. lie
is Professor of Music Theory
and Composition at Ouachita
Baptist
University
in
Arkadelphia. Ark., where he
teaches music theory. jazz studies and music technology courses. A native of southern Illinois,
Dr. Flora earned his Ph.D. in
Music Education from the
University of Oklahoma, his
Master of Music Education
from
Ouachita
Baptist
University and a Bachelor of
Music front Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale.
The first part of the program
will consist of familiar hymns
and spirituals arranged for trombone choir along a set of jazz
standards for trombones and
rhythm section. Backing Dr.

Sim Flora
Flora and performing his
arrangements will he "Slide
Advantage." the trombone quintet directed by MSU professor
Ray Conklin. The second part of
the program will include Dr.
Flora performing in a small
group jazz setting with members of Todd Hill's Quartet. Hill
is the Director of Jazz
Ensembles at Murray State and
is the Director of Music at First
Presbyterian.

Murray State quartei
March 22. Once a we
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MSU FOOTBALL

Ten-run first
lets Murray
withstand late
Webster rally
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ADAMS EARNS WIN
FOR TIGERS

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Murray State quarterback Casey Brockman gets set to release this ball as offensive coordinator Mitch Stewart looks on during practice
March 22. Once a walk-on. Brockman enters this spring as an upperclassman and the Racers incumbent quarterback.

RACERS ARE BROCKMAN'S TEAM, BUT TURNOVER AT WR HAS
PASSING ATTACK LOOKING TO GET ON SAME PAGE
By TOMMY MAO
Sports Editor
Like anyone associated with the
Murray State football program.
Patrick Robertson won't soon forget
Homecoming 2010.
It was on that day last October
when sophomore quarterback Casey
Brockman led the Racers to a recordshattering 72-59 victory over
Missouri State in his first start of the
season, setting the tone for a stretch
run in which MSU won five of its last
six games.
Only Robertson remembers that
day a little differently that the rest of
his Racer teammates. Projected to
start at wide receiver in 2010.
Robertson was declared ineligible
prior to the first game of the season
and wasn't allowed to practice or
travel with the team.
So while Brockman had shown
signs of the coming out party he
threw on Homecoming. Robinson
hadn't seen them.
"He started running, and I'd never
seen Casey run before." recalls the
junior, who plans to be an integral
part of the Racers' receiving corps
this fall. "He was scoring touchdowns, putting the ball where it was
supposed to be, he really surprised
me. I knew he was good. but I didn't
know he was that good."
Robertson goes on to say, however, that nothing Brockman does now
comes as a surprise to him. This
spring, it's all expected — from his
play on the field to his natural style of
leadership off it.
"It's not new, so it really doesn't
impress me anymore," he says. "I just
expect that of him now."

Early on, it was
a lithe difficult, just with
guys in different positions,
and it took three or four
practices to get accustomed to what they were
y
liking to do and
what I was used
to doing.
— Casey Brockman
MSU quarterback on timing
with his wide receivers this
spring

MLB:ST. LOUIS 3.
PITTSBURGH 2

Remaining
Spring Practice Schedule
1 hursaay
Friday
Saturday
April 12
April 13
April 14

Practice iir 1 t.)
Practice III
Practice *12
Practice #13
Practice #14
Blue-Gold Bowl

32U pcn
320 p m
9a m
3 20 p m
3 20 p m
6:30 p.m.

And so Brockman enters this, his
junior spring. He's no longer the
young walk-on whom fate smiled so
favorably upon. He's the incumbent
starter who has more or less been
handed the reins of Murray State's
team, whether or not he's willing to
completely publicly accept the role.
"I'm not a senior, but I have to talk
so much, I'm more of a vocal leader
on the team," Brockman said after
Tuesday's practice at Roy Stewart
Stadium. "We have a few other guys

Staff Report
A 10-run first inning lifted Murray
past Webster County 11-8 in the
Kentucky Tournament of Champions at
Ty Holland Field Tuesday afternoon.
After the Tigers pinned 10 runs on
five hits on Webster's starter in twothirds of an inning. Murray plated just
one run the rest of the way while allowing the visitors to inch their way back
into the game.
Webster put together a seventh-inning
rally in which they scored three runs to
cut the deficit to three, but Murray's
early advantage proved to be too much
to overcome as the Tigers improved to 65 on the season.
Cedric Cherry led Murray's offense,
going 3-for-4 with a run and an RBI, but
the Tigers got production from all corners of the lineup.
Zack Grogan was 2-for-2 with two
runs and an RBI while Austin Adams
was 2-for-3 with four RBI. Matt Fitzer
was I -for-4 and delivered an RBI. and
Christian Duncan went 1-for-4 with a
run scored and another driven in.
Adams got the start and earned the
win for the Tigers, pitching four innings
and surrendering two runs, both earned,
while striking out six and walking four.
David Vinson pitched the fifth inning,
allowing two runs, and John Ramey
came in for the sixth, where he minimized damage to one run. Ramey ran
into trouble in the seventh, however, surrendering three runs before turning the
game over to Grogan, who recorded the
final out and earned the save.
Murray returns to action today, hosting Letcher County Central at 10:30 a.m.
as the Kentucky Tournament of
Champions continues at Ty Holland
Field.
• Calloway County's scheduled
home game with Caldwell County
Tuesday evening was canceled.

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Trres
Rising sophomore receiver Walter Powell bobbles this pass during
a recent practice. According to head coach Chris Hatcher, Powell
has had a strong spring and will be relied upon this fall along with
Arthur Brackett, Patrick Robertson and Ja-Vonta Trotter at the
receiver position.
-- (senior defensive backs) Dontrell
(Johnson)and Nathan Brinkley — but
I guess you could say it's my team.
"...I guess I've taken on a little bit
more of a leadership role, but I don't
try to do things any differently. I just
try to be myself. If the guys follow
that, cool. If not, we can look for
somebody else to lead."
If head coach Chris Hatcher is to

be believed, his team does follow
Brockman's lead, almost to a man.
"The guys really rally around
him," Hatcher says. "They like him a
whole lot, and he's a tremendous
competitor. Those things are 90 percent of being a good quarterback."
The Calloway County product
U See RACERS,6A

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Former Murray State coach
Gottfried surfaces at NC State
COMPETING WITH
DUKE, UNC TOP TASK
FOR EX-RACER
By AARON BEARD
AP Basketball Writer
RALEIGH. N.C.(AP) -- Mark Gottfried
said all the things North Carolina State fans
wanted to hear: He plans to contend for a
national championship, be a fixture in the
NCAA tournament and go toe-to-toe with the
W'ollpack's highly ranked rivals.
GERRY BROOME AP
Now he's got to deliver.
North Carolina State University Chancellor Dr. Randy
"Every job in America has different chalWoodson, left, and athletics director Deborah A. Vow, lenges. obstacles, those things that make the
right, present a jacket to former Alabama and Mur -ay job difficult." North Carolina's new men's
State coach Mark Gottfried. who was introduced as the basketball coach said Tuesday."I'm not backschool's new head basketball coach during a news con- ing down from anybody here, penod. We
want to win."
ference in Raleigh. N.C., Tuesday. Gottfried replaces forGottfried, 47, looked right at home. sportmer coach Sidney Lowe who recently resigned.
ing a red N.C. State tie and lapel pin on his

gray suit during his introduction. But he
knows there's a lot of work to do at a program
that struggled in five seasons under Sidney
Lowe. High on that list is avoiding repeatedly
disappointing finishes in the Atlantic Coast
Conference and beating Duke and North
Carolina a little more often.
Athletic director Debbie Yow said
Gottfried will receive a five-year contract
with a guarantee of $1.2 million annually, a
deal that includes an automatic two-year
extension if he leads N.C. State back to the
NCAA tournament in either of the next two
seasons.
Gottfried has a career coaching record of
278-155 in 14 seasons at Murray State and
Alabama. He took seven teams to the NCAA
tournament, including a run of five straight at
Alabama from 2002-06 that also featured an
appearance in the Phoenix Regional final in
2004. He also led the Crimson Tide to its firstever No. 1 ranking during the 2002-03 season.

Pujols gets
gamewinning RBI
in Cards' win
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Wnter
ST. LOUIS(AP) — Albert Pujols had
the tying and go-ahead RBIs and Kyle
McClellan rebounded from a shaky beginning to pitch well in his first career start as
the St. Louis Cardinals beat the Pittsburgh
Pirates 3-2 Tuesday night.
Pujols hasn't seemed comfortable at the
plate in the opening homestand, grounding into three double plays in one game
and entering 2 for 16 with a solo homer.
The three-time NL MVP didn't exactly
bust out against the Pirates but came
through with a sacrifice fly to tie it at 2 in
the fifth and bounced a go-ahead single
through the left side off Scott Olsen (0-1)
in the seventh.
McClellan, in the rotation because of a
season-ending
injury
to
Adam
Wainwright, gave up two runs and six hits
in six innings. He struck out seven and
walked one.
Ryan Franklin worked the ninth for his .
first save in two chances, allowing a twoout hit to pinch-hitter Ryan Doumit before •
striking out pinch-hitter Steven Pearce.
The 38-year-old closer gave up a tying 7.
home run to the Padres' Cameron Maybin
with two outs in the ninth of an extrainning loss in the season opener on
Thursday.
The Pittsburgh hitters were quiet after
Lyle Overbay's 421-foot. two-tun homer
in the first.
Neil Walker and Pedro Alvarez each
went 0 for 4 and struck out three times -Alvarez also hit into a double play.. Pirates
hitters tanned 11 times overall.
The Cardinals have yet to score more
than three runs during a 2-3 start. the other
victory coming on Jaime Garcia's four-hit
shutout over the Padres on Sunday.
McClellan struck out three in the first
inning yet left the mound trailing after
hanging a 1-2 curveball on Overbay's shot
into the Cardinals bullpen in right.
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From htSti Athletics
The Murray State inen's golf
team erased a five-shot deficit
in the final round and won the
Big
Blue
Intercollegiate
for the second
straight season
with a final
round 296 at
King's Creek
GC' in Spring
Carric„rat*,
-Hill. Tenn.
o
Trailing
leader and host Tennessee State
by five shots and second place
UT Martin by four. the Racers
blitzed the field of 12 teams on
the second day of difficult
weather conditions. MSLI's 296
coupled with their 299 Monday
gave them a 36-hole total of
595 and a five shot win over
second place Morehead State
who finished at 600.
Cameron Carrico, a candidate
Ohio
for
Valley
Conference Player of the Year.
earned the medalist honor with
scores of 73-69=142 for a fourshot win over Morehead State's
Alex Misback. The win is
Carrico's second this spring.
MSC's Patrick Newcomb
and hunter Ford shared I I th
place in the field of 67 players.
Newcomb had scores of 7%72=150. while Ford's rounds
were
74-76=15(1.
Dustin
Gosser placed 29th with scores
of 75-79=154 and Hunter York
finished 42nd place with
rounds of 77-80=157.
The tournament was played
over two days of wind's spring
weather and made for difficult
scoring conditions.
"Both days were as tough in
conditions as 1 can remember."
said MSU head coach Eddie
Hunt. whose team recorded its
third
2010-11.
win
in
"Cameron had a great tournament and he's having a great
senior
season.
He
has
embraced being the leader of
this team.
"He's got goals for this season and he is focused on reaching them.
"Coming from behind like
this and winning a tournament
can only help our confidence as
we come down the stretch of
our season.Tyler Brown of MSU played
the event as an individual and
placed 49th with scores of 7782=159.
After the Racers in first
place and Morehead State in
second, the rest of the final finishers included: UT Martin and
Tennessee State sharing third
place at 601. while Tennessee
Tech (605) placed fourth. John
A. Logan (606) placed sixth.
with Lincoln Memorial (607),
Lipscomb (6 I 3 ). Trevecca
Nazarene (620). Valparaiso
(62(l). Savannah State (635)
and Alabama State (639)
rounding out the field.
The Tennessee State hosted
event played on a King's Creek
course that was a par-72 at
6.807 yards.

1300 Johnson Blvd.•270-753-8355

David king

College Baseball
Today
Murray Si it Southern, Hi nnis 3 p m
College Softball
Tuesday

photo provided
The Murray High School archery team recently competed in the state tournament.
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Racers continue roll, sweep Belmont
SULLIVAN PITCHES
COMPLETE GAME
SHUTOUT IN
NIGIITCAP
Staff Moped
Murray State has now won
four of its last five games after
sweeping Belmont in a Tuesday
doubleheader at Racer Field.
The Racers took the first
game 3-2. then won the second
in commanding 5-0 fashion.
In the first game. Murray
State scored one run in the second inning and two in the fourth
to take a 3-0 lead, then held off

the Bruins. who scored a run in
the fifth and another in the seventh.
Shelby Kosmecki earned the
win and improved to 5-3 on the
season, scattering eight hits over
seven innings and surrendering
two earned runs while striking
out six Bruins.
In the second game. the
Racers broke a scoreless stalemate with three runs in the third
inning, then added single runs in
both the fourth and fifth innings.
Chelsey Sullivan earned the
victory, improving to 5-11 on
the season. She tossed a seveninning shutout and struck out

tune batters while scattenng six
hits.
Lauren Buch went 2-for-3
and drove in two runs whiie
Taylor Wilson also went 2-for-3,
collected two RBI and scored a
run. Megan Glosser was 2-for-4
with a run scored. and Christian
Cox was 2-for-3 with two runs
scored.
The Racers return to Ohio
Valley Conference play this
weekend with a three-game
series at Austin Peay. The two
squads will play a Saturday doubleheader beginning at I p.m.
and a single game Sunday also
at I p.m.

•Racers
From Page 5A
ranked seventh in the nation in
FCS in passing yards a year ago
and already holds Murray
State's single-game records for
both passing yards and touchdowns.
The Racers return their
entire offensive line in front of
Brockman and an intact backfield behind him. The wide
receiver situation? Well, that
one's a little trickier.
Timing and connection
between the quarterback and
his receivers was a main
growth area Hatcher identified
early on in this spring practice
period, which began March 22.
MSU lost Marcus Harris, its
all-time leader in receiving
yardage. as well as Rashad
Daniels. who went from a nonstarter to one of the Racers' key
components late in the 201(1
season.
Returnee Arthur Brackett
caught 62 passes for 617 yards
last fall, but he's only a sophomore. Robertson and Ja-Vonta
Trotter have the potential to be
the Racers' top two receivers.
but both were ineligible last
season and have some catching
up to do.
The talent is, unquestionably, there.
Robertson was arguably
Murray State's best wideout
during fall camp last season
and, thanks to his youth,
Brackett will have the chance
to match or break Harris'
school records.
But the unit isn't where it
needs to be as far as intangibles

are concerned. Hatcher said Murray State's pass-blocking
Tuesday.
scheme, are enough to make
"What we lack out there is Brockman plenty comfortable
leadership," said the second- this spring.
year head coach. "Arthur
"We're still trying to make
Brackett isn't a very vocal guy, sure we've got all our guys in
and Pat and Trotter, they the right spot, and that's been
haven't played a lot in the sys- difficult.- Hatcher says. "But
tem. Walter Powell has had a (Brockman) is very comfortgood spring, but he's just a able in the system now, a lot
freshman. We lack that right more than he was last season.
now, and that's something Each and every day. I've seen
we're trying to get better at him get better and better.every day."
Converting receivers to play
in new slots has also been a
focus this spring. The Racer,
have more outside receiver,
than inside, and players have
been shuffled around several
times.
As for Brockman, he says
progress is being made, specifically after one such personnel
shuffle last week.
"Early on, it was a little difficult. just with guys in different positions, and it took three
or four practices to get accustomed to what they were liking
to do and what I was used to,"
he said. "But I guess since
about four or five practices ago.
it's been really smooth and
we're on the same page.Accoding to Bnx:kman, the
biggest difference between his
receiving corps from this spring
to last fall is the lack of a versatile player like Daniels, who
played all four slots a year ago.
But the presence of an experience-loaded offensive line
and running backs Mike Harris
and Duane Brady. both of
whom were a big part of
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Murray Country Club
announces schedule
Special to the Ledger
will he held June I. Sherri
The Murray Country Club Heeke and Tabitha Calhoun of
has released the dates of its Murray shot a 64 win the 2010
2011 tournaments, according to tournament.
Gayle
The Kings and Queens
Blackburn,
club
Business Manager.
mixed scramble tournament
The 51st Annual Dr. John C. will be held June 25-26. Mikki
Quertennous
Men's McLeary and Pete Haywood
Invitational golf tournament is won last year's title with a 60scheduled for June 4-5. Josh 65-125 total.
Burks shot an eight-under par
For more information about
score of 136 to win last year's entry fees and forms, contact
tourney. It was his second con- Gayle Blackburn at 270-762secutive victory in the tourna- 0068 or 270-753-9430. Her ement.
mail address is gmolmurray-

701Ill

The Kat 2 Lady 'Tournament
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Prep Baseball
Tuesday
Kentucky Tournament of Champions
tat Ty Holland Field)
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Today
Calrowa,,, Cc, a' Cratersrien Co. 1 pm
Kentucky Tournament of Champions
(at Ty Holland Field)
Murray s< Letcher Co Central 10 30
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Murray's Wells to feature
FDA proposes calorie count on menus
artwork in watercolor exhibit
Special to the Ledger
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Murray artist Frances Wells.
artist in Murray, has been
accepted to feature her painting "Stars in Deepest Blue" in
the American
Watercolor
Society's 144th annual exhibit, April 5 through May I. at
the
Salmagundi
Club
Galleries, 47 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. Each year the
Society holds a juried exhibition of watercolors from
artists throughout the world.
Wells also had a painting
accepted into the American
Watercolor Exhibit in 2009.
The
Governor's
Derby
Exhibition 2011 will also
include Wells' painting. "A
Break in the Clouds," a realistic oil painting. The art works
selected for the exhibit will be
on display in the Capitol
Rotunda, in Frankfort, from
April 1 through May 10 for
viewing by all guests at the
Capitol. The Derby Exhibit
features two-dimensional artwork by Kentucky artists and
has a theme of Spring time in
Kentucky. This year the First
Lady Jane Beshear will host a
Meet the Artist and press
event from 3-4 p.m. on
Wednesday. April 6, at the
Capitol Rotunda for those
artists exhibiting in the

Photo prov,ded

Frances Wells displays her painting "Stars in Deepest Blue.'
Governor's Derby Exhibit.
Murray Art Guild's annual
juried
exhibii.
Visual
Evidence 2011, at the Miller
Conference Center in downtown Murray includes two of
Wells' paintings. "Beaded and
Velvetlike" and "The Day
Begins; Dawn." The later won
first place in the painting category.
Fiances Wells and her husband. Joe Cunningham have

recently moved from Augusta.

based Circle K say the companies are teaming up for Project
White Beach. Coupon books
will be distributed throughout
the southeast for consumer
discounts at Gulf restaurants
and attractions. The twomonth marketing effort promotes coupons that are valid
through the end of the year.

goods Looked at home. i'he
FDA estimates that a third of
calories are consumed by eating
Out.
"We've got a huge obesity
problem in this country and its
due in part to excess calorie consumption outside the home."
says Mike Taylor. FDA deputy
commissioner
for
foods.
"Consumers generally when you
ask them say they would prefer
to have that information."
But don't expect calorie shock
when ordering at the movie theater. where a tub of popcorn can
contain well north of a thousand
calories — movie theaters are
exempt. along with airplanes,
bowling alleys and other businesses whose primary business
is not to sell food, according to
the FDA.
Alcohol will also be exempted, according to the agency.
Margo Wootan, director of nutrition policy at the advocacy
group Center for Science in the
Public Interest, says that could

be misleading II Lott‘timet.
"I think it's going to he confusing if custoniers see the calones for soft drinks and juice
labeled on the menu but not
other drinks such as beer and
wine," she said. "It will make it
seem like they are better choices."
Still. Wootan says the guidelines are a positive step.
"You won't have to get out ot
line and go back to some poster
by the bathroom and look at
some item in a tiny font size,"
she says. "It will be right there
on the menu where you are getting your other information
about what to order."
The idea is to make sure (hat
customers process the caloric
information as they are figuring
out what to order. Many restaurants currently post nutritional
information in a hallway. on a
hamburger wrapper or on their
website. The new law will make
calories immediate;y available
for most items.

Ga.. to Murray and live at
Saratoga Springs. A graduate
of Murray State University,
Wells taught art at Union
County

High

School

in

Morganfield for 29 years. Her
daughter and son-in-law. Fawn
and Rob McDonald and grandchildren Amanda. Grant and
Rachel also live in Murray.

Project aims to bring crowds back to the Gulf
GULF SHORES, Ala. (AP)
— Officials say Alabama's
beaches are bouncing back
from the Deepwater Horizon
oil spill, and they say major
marketing efforts to attract
tourists back to the Gulf Coast
are now under way.
Executives with Atlantabased Coca-Cola and Arizona-

By
MARY
CLARE
JALONICK
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Like
it or not, many restaurant diners
will soon know more about what
they are eating under new menu
labeling requirements proposed
by the Food and Drug
Administration.
The new requirements will
force chain restaurants with 20
or more locations, along with
bakeries, grocery stores, convenience stores and coffee
chains, to clearly post the
amount of calories in each item
on menus, both in restaurants
and drive-through lanes. The
new rules will also apply to
vending machines.
The calorie counts, will apply
to an estimated 280.0(X) establishments. Required as part of
health overhaul legislation
signed into law last year. they
are designed to give restaurant
diners information that has long
been available on packaged

More than 1(X),(X00 coupon
books will be distributed to
Circle K locations in Alabama.
Tennessee and Louisiana
Officials hope the available
discounts will get tourists and
locals back to the beaches.

LBL helps to restore the American chestnut
Sedger
teCTITEtiti POND,. Ky. - Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National
Recreation
Area
recently planted 50 American
chestnut seeds in the northern
end of LBL near Woodlands
Nature Station. These native
seeds were donated by the
American
Chestnut
Cooperators' Foundation; some
of which are the offspring of
American chestnuts previously
planted in LBL.
The American chestnut was
once one of the most important
trees in the eastern United
States; occupying about 25 percent of the hardwood canopy in
eastern forests. By the early
1950s an exotic fungus from
Asia, known as the chestnut
blight, had killed approximately
4 billion American chestnuts.
The disease nearly eliminated

the species all across the eastern
United States, including in
LBL's forests.
In 2002, LBL staff and volunteers planted 159 American
chestnuts. Of those, 23 trees are
still alive.
"LBL staff employed several
tactics to increase the survival
rate of the latest batch of chestnut seeds," said LBL Biomass
Forester, Jaime Hernandez."We
added wood chip mulch around
each planting to retain moisture
and discourage weeds from
growing. We also placed an aluminum cone and wire fencing
around each seed to prevent
them from being eaten by
rodents, rabbits, deer and other
animals."
"Restoration of native trees is
a major goal of the U.S. Forest
Set-,ice," added Hernandez.

"Forests across the Southern and
Eastern Regions are working to
restore the American chestnut.
The goal of these projects is to
help re-introduce a keystone
species back into its native
range and help restore a historic
component of eastern U.S.
forests."
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service.
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL," to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Visitors are
encouraged to review the website at www.lbl.org each season,
and throughout the season, for
Calendar of Events, maps.
updates on programs and policies, safety information, and
temporary trail and road closures.
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Looking Back
Federation Day for Future Farmers of America at Murray State
University, Scott Wyatt won first
place in burley tobacco production and Julia Gargus won first
place in horticulture impromptu.
Forty years ago
Karen Alexander was named
as champion of the Calloway
County 4-H Club Fashion Show.
held at Calloway County High
School.
Gingles Wallis of Wallis Drugs.
Murray. attended the meeting of
the National Board of Pharmacy held at San Francisco. Calif.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Pvt. and Mrs. Terry
Wayne Mott; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Don Duncan; and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie David
Harrison.
Fifty years ago
Calloway County has the lowest infant death rate of any county in the state with the exception of tiny Robertson County
in northeastern Kentucky. according to a release from the Kentucky Department of Health.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry I. Sledd
are spending the weekend with
their daughter. Mrs. Max Olson
and Mr. Olson, Indianapolis. Ind.
The Murray State College Racers beat St. Louis in a double
header baseball game here on
April 4. Dan Pugh and Henry
Schwier were winning pitchers
for Murray.
Sixty years ago
A fire breaking out shortly
after 5 p.m. yesterday threatened the entire south side of
the block on East Main Street
between Third and Fourth Streets.
The fire started apparently in
the rear of Nance's Store and
burned rapidly on the intenor
catching the pool hall above on
fire.
The Murray Rose and Garden
Club will host for the Audubon
Region annual session in 1952.

DEAR ABBY': I have been
dating a wonderful woman I'll
call "Shannon" for a year and a
halt. She has most things that I
want in a partner, and I often
feel she's better than I deserve.
We're in our early 30s, and Shannon is saying she will soon need
some kind of idea where we are
going in the
future.
I'm having
trouble with
the notion of
committing to
her forever
because I'm
still attracted
to
other
women. (1
Dear Abby haven't been
involved with
anyone else
By Abigail
since starting
Van Buren
to date her.)
More worrisome, I'm afraid I'll
meet someone I'm more attracted
to a few years down the road.
How can I be sure that Shannon will make me happier than
anyone else I might meet in the
future? -- CONFLICTED
DEAR CONFLICTED: You
say Shannon has "most" things
you want in a partner. Yet I sense
that you're not as physically attracted to her as you think you should
be. If this woman does not appeal
to you, then face it -- she's not
for you.
Of course, regardless of how
attractive one's partner is, there
are no guarantees that anyone
won't meet someone who is different and appealing at some point
in the future. But those who are
mature and committed usually realize they have enough invested emotionally in their marriage and children that they can resist temptation. It's called being an adult.
•
DEAR ABBY: At least once
a week my boss and 1 drive
together from our office to meetings throughout town. She always
insists on driving. My problem

is, she drives erratically and I
often feel in danger with her
behind the wheel. Not only does
she swerve in and out of lanes
without signaling, she is often
talking on her cell phone.
I'd be happy to drive. 1 have
a comfortable, reliable car and a
safe driving history. I have offered,
I'd be glad to ((rise so you'll be
free to give your full attention to
important phone calls." None of
my efforts has worked.
I don't want to be rude or
insulting -- and certainly don't
want to create an awkward situation with my boss -- but I don't
want to keep putting myself at
risk with her terrible driving. I'd
be grateful for some advice. -- RIDING SHOTGUN
DEAR RIDING SHOTGUN:
It's time for another -- more direct
-- chat with your boss. You should
not have to worry every time you
get into a car with her that you
might not arrive in one piece.
Tell her: "When you talk on the
phone while you dnve, it makes
me very nervous. I'm concerned
about my safety as well as the
safety of others when you do it.
If you don't want me to drive so
you can make your calls. I will
meet you at our destination."
DEAR ABBY: After her second mammogram in 10 years. my
mother-in-law now needs a double mastectomy. An annual mammogram would have caught it
early enough to prevent its spread.
Since I have trouble remembering when it has been a year
since my last exam, I decided to
schedule my annual exam on my
birthday. Now I will always
remember when it's time for my
annual gift to myself -- preventive health care. -- ANNUAL ALISON IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ANNUAL ALISON:
That's an excellent suggestion.
Associating annual medical exams
with a holiday' -- like Valentine's
Day -- would be another.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I was
diagnosed with retroperitoneal
fibrosis (Ormond's disease) following a CT scan. My family
doctor has never had a patient
with this condition in all of his
35 years. Can and will you comment, please?
DEAR
READER: I
can believe
your doctor
hasn't seen a
patient with
the condition.
Neither have
I. but then I've
been
only
practicing for
years!
Dr. Gott 40 This
rare
disorder may
By
he due to an
Dr. Peter Gott unknown
cause or secondary to a number of causes,
including radiation therapy. cancer, infections and drugs. or this
may have been triggered by the
long-term use of medications such
as methysergide. beta-blockers.
bromocriptine, methyldopa and
some analgesias. The disease
occurs when extra fibrous tissue
blocks the tubes that carry urine
from the kidneys to the bladder.
preventing the urine from flowing nomially.
There are many ways this disease can present, such as with
swelling and discoloration of one
leg and pain in the abdomen that
can increase in intensity' over time.
As the disease progresses and
without treatment. urine output may
decrease or cease altogether, and
there may be nausea, vomiting
and internal hemorrhage.
Treatment for Ormond's is typically begun with corticosteroids
or tamoxifen. a drug used to treat
breast cancer or to reduce the
risk of breast cancer in high-risk
patients. Should these treatments
be ineffective. surgery' and drain
tubes may be required. The prognosis is dependent on the extent

moved into an apartment in
Louisville, Ky.
Ten years ago: Pacific Gas and
Electric Co. filed for Chapter II
bankruptcy protection in an offshoot of the California energy crisis. (It emerged from bankruptcy
in April 2004.)
Five years ago: At the death
penalty trial of al-paida conspirator Zacarias Moussaoui (zak-uhREE'-uhs moo-SOW-ee). former
New York City Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani described his own harrowing experiences in lower Manhattan on Sept. II, 2001.
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FROZEN
FLOUR
Deal
Heloise: How
long can I
keep SUGAR
AND FLOUR
in a tightly
ciosed container? Can I
store them in
a freezer? -L Mills in Houston
Both sugar (granulated) and
flour (all-purpose) can be stored
in sealable plastic bags or airtight
glass or plastic containers, and
both can be froz,
n. However, before
using, you will want to let them
warm to room temperature. Interesting tidbit: Sugar has an indefinite shelf life. For best flavor,
though. it is recommended that
you use brown sugar within six
months of opening. Flour should
be used by the "better if used
by" date for optimum results. -Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
PO. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
E-mail: Heloise)at dieloise.com
BAKING-POWDER HINT
Dear Heloise: Would you please

by
Heloise

tell us how to make baking powder at home? -- Richard M.. via
entail
If you run out of baking powder, a quick substitute is 1/4 teaspoon baking soda and 1/2 teaspoon cream of tartar. However.
this does not store well, so don't
make too much at one time. Another hint: How to tell if baking
powder is still active'? Put g teaspoon of baking powder in I cup
of warm water. If it bubbles, it
is still good! -- Heloise
NO-RUST
STEEL-WOOL PADS
Dear Heloise: I think that the
following hint was used by you
many years ago. but it is well
worth repeating. After use, put
your steel wool in a plastic bag
and store it in the freezer, it will
not rust. -- Eric B., via e-mail
Yes, this is a great hint that,
thanks to your letter, we are happy
to share again! -- Heloise
TAKE A PICTURE
Dear Heloise: As usual, I found
a great recipe in one of the many
magazines in the doctor's waiting
room, but there was no way to
copy it, and I won't tear it out.
Then I thought of using my phone
to take a picture of the recipe. It
took several photos, but I got it
all and can enlarge each one

6
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

.
MAYBE THAT LITTLE
SPOT OF GRAVY THE LAST
CUSTOMER PRIRPEO ON IT...

IS THERE ANYTHING
ON THIS MENU THAT
DOESN'T HAVE A PAYS
WORTH O CALORIES
AN;

enough to copy to my recipe book.
Now, no more missed recipes! -Linda Baggett. Big Sandy, Texas
Linda. you never know where
you will find a good recipe. So
keeping this in mind will allow
you to have a copy of the recipe
no matter where you are. -- Heloise
NEW USE
Dear Heloise: My husband and
children occasionally come home
with smoothies in disposable plastic cups. These usually have a
rounded-dome lid with a hole at
the top for a straw. I save these
!ids to use as funnels when I fry
bacon or have other greasy. messy
pans. I just let the grease cool a
little, put the "funnel" on a recycled jar and pour the grease. Then
don't feel the need to wash the
funnel. and I don't spill down the
sides of the jar -- A Reader. via
e-mail
BUTTERMILK
Dear Heloise: Another suggestion for keeping buttermilk on
hand is to buy powdered buttermilk. Buttermilk pancakes taste as
if we used fresh buttermilk! It
stays good in the refrigerator for
a couple of years, too! -- D.P. in
Virginia
102011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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BRANCH BANKING & TRUST Co!
PLAINTIFF,
VS

NOTICE OF SALE

IGNACIO LOPEZ. SUZANNE H Lv
and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENT'.
DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Default Judgment aro
Circuit Court on December 13. 2010
of the Plaintiff in the approximate
proceed to offer for sale at the Court
County, Kentucky'. to the highest Ind
2011. at the hcur of 10:00 a.m.. local
property located in Calloway Count)
described as follows:
Being designated as Lot 82, WESTE
of record in Plat. Book 39. Page 5.5, tl
Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky.
made for a more particular descnpti

Subject to covenants and restnction
643. Page 415, amended in Book 6.51
Office in Murray, Kentucky

Subject to all reetnctions, conditioni
the Deed from the United States ol
record in Book 103. Pages 479 throu
Clerk in Murray. Kentucky.

Subject to TVA RestrictionnO which
maintain a private water use facility
the waters of Kentucky Lake or to ci
ties which may have accrued to this
Group Dock Association and are exe
Agreement and only through the TV
Dock Association or subsequent suet

Being the same property conveyed t
veyance from KY Land Partners, LI
743, Page 252, in the Calloway Com

The aforementioned property shall
days, but if sold on a credit of 45 da,
with the commissioner ten percent
to be paid in full within forty-five i4
interest at 125ii per annum from the
payable in forty-five days A lien st
security All delinquent taxes shall
subject to the 25.110 ad valorem taxei
This 9th day of March. 2011
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
-Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
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Dr. Peter H. Gott is a retired
physician and the author of several books, including "Live Longer.
Live Better." "Dr. Golf's No Flour.
No Sugar Diet" and "Dr. Gott's
No Flour. No Sugar Cookbook."
which are available at most bookstores or online. His website is
wv..w.AskDrGottMD.com.

rosswords
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CO 1JS

the disease, the amount of
damage to the kidneys iwhich
may be minor and temporary) and
the cause (if it is secondary).
Involve the care of your primary-care physician. a urologist
and perhaps a nephrologist Wth
knowledge of this unusual disorder.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My feet
are rough. and the skin sometimes hurts, catching on my carpet. Can you please tell me what
to use? I've tried so many different products without success.
DEAR READER: When you
refer to your feet. I interpret that
to mean your heels, which can
form thick skin, split, and be difficult to manage.
Initially. and as long as there
are no open ulcers. I might begin
with a pumice stone, which can
be purchased at your local pharmacy. Some even have a handle
and resemble a hairbrush. Soak
your feet in wami water to which
iodized table salt or Epsom salt
has been added. Rub the pumice
over the affected areas to remove
excess burrs and dry skin. Have
a pair of white cotton socks readily available. Pat your feet dry,
and apply a petroleum-based ointment such as Bag Balm or Vicks
over the appropriate areas of your
feet. Slip your feet into the socks.
and leave the socks on overnight
until the ointment can be absorbed.
By morning, your feet should be
softer and relatively free of pain.
You might need to follow the
process several times a week until
things are back under control and
might wish to consider a weekly
regimen to ensure you have conquered the problem.

of

II

of Shiloh began in Tennessee as
Confedet ate forces launched a surprise attack against Union troops,
who beat back the Confederates
the next day.
In 19l7. Congress approved a
declaration of war against Germany.
In 1965. the United States
launched the Intelsat I, also known
as the "Early Bird" communications satellite, into orbit.
In 1985. William J. Schroeder
(SHRAY'-dur)became the first artificial heart recipient to be discharged from the hospital as he

Murray Ledger & Times

Rare condition may result
from migraine meds

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. April 6.
the 96th day of 2011. There are
269 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 6, 1909, American
explorers Robert E. Peary and
Matthew A. Henson and four Inuits became the first men to reach
the North Pole.
On this date:
In 1830, the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints was
organized by Joseph Smith in
Fayette, N.Y.
In 1862, the Civil War Battle

Murray Ledger & limes

CA

Ten years ago
Drew Henry. a senior at Murray High School, was recently
selected as a Rotary Club Student of the Month. He is the
son of Dana and Doug Henry
and Monica Lucas.
The Rev. Richard Sexton from
Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church.
Cadiz. will be the speaker at
revival services at Bethany Baptist Church, New Concord.
Congressman Ed Whitfield
recently accepted an appreciation plaque for his work as a
co-sponsor of the Medicare Medical Nutrition Therapy' Act.
Twenty years ago
Atlantis thundered into orbit
today at 9:23 a.m, with five
astronauts and an immense observatory that will stalk the hottest.
most powerful rays in the heavens. It was the 39th launch of
the shuttle.
According to officer Melody
Jones of the Murray Police
Department, approximately 23
percent of drivers in the Murray area use safety belts. In a
survey similar to that conducted by MPD: 50 percent of drivers in Bowling Green and 70
percent of drivers in Lexington
were reported wearrig safety
belts.
Gloria McLaughlin opened her
home for the March 11th meeting of Dorothy McKenzie Circle of First Presbyterian Church.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County was one of
six counties that received federal approval for funds totally
$400.000 to develop public parks
and outdoor recreation areas.
Kristy Clark. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Clark of Dexter, was crowned Miss Tater Day
in the contest held Saturday
evening at Marshall County High
School, Draffenville.
Students from Calloway County High School recently competed in the annual Region I

COMICS / FEATURES
Attraction to other women
stops man short of altar

Accepting Applications
at 104 S 5th St No
phone calls please

Adams Heating Ana Air
is hiring an experienced service lechnioar. and installer Call
247-7530
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Legal
Notice

Help Wooled

ADVERTISING SALES

003
III- ;LEN ft 1 K1
COLID OF JUSTIcE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 10-CI-00290
BRANCH BANKING & TRUST COMPANY.
PLAINTIFF,
NOTICE OF SALE

VS

IGNACIO LOPEZ. SUZANNE H LOPEZ.
and CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,
DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on December 13, 2010 in the alave cause. to .nsfy the Judgment
of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $49.116.30. plus interest. I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April I,
2011, at the hour of 1000 am.. local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Being designated as Lot 82, WESTERN SHORES. as shown on the plat of same
of record in Plat Book 39. Page 55. Slide 3771. in the Calloway County Court
I lerk's Office in Murray. Kentucky. to which plat specific reference is hereby
made for a more particular description of said lot
Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in Bo.
643, Page 415. amended in Book 6.51, Page 786. in the Calloway County Clerk..
Office in Murray, Kentucky
Subject to all restrictions. conditions, requirements and easements as set lOt
the Deed from the United States of America Tennes.see Valley Authonty of
,f the Cal!,,,a,
record in Book 103, Pages 474 thnnig!-. 5.11 Ai
Clerk in Murray. Kentucky

This 9th day of March. 2011
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Apply at careers mediacomcc.com
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Wed, 4/13 The fish
truck will be at Henry
Farmers COOP in
Murray from 10.30Southern
11 .00 &
11 . 15States from
12:00.
Of
1-800-335-2077

Help Wanted

:l Opportunity Employer
Mediacom is an Equ,

ADMINISTRATIVE/CHI
ROPRACTIC
Assistant - Must enjoy
dealing with people,
pleasing
nave
phonegreeting skills,
be energetic and compassionate, have a
positive. wellness-oriented mindset be able
to multi-task,
and work independently or as a team. Please
call 270-759-1116 for
more information

WWW.kyfishlruck.com

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray

Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll

try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

Accepting Am
at 104 S 5th St No
phone calls please

Adams Heating And Air
hiring an experienced Service lectsiiiciar and installer Call
247-7530

Mediacorn is seeking an INSTALLLF. to install
cable services within the Marshall. Calloway
and Trigg County areas. Responsibilities will
include Installation. Troubleshooting service
problems. maintenance and selling and promoting broadband services Truck & tools provided. The successful applicant will possess a
strong technical aptitude, physical ability to lift
up to 75 pounds, and the ability to work in all
weather conditions. A satisfactory driving
record is required. Mediacom offers a competitive wage in addition to a comprehensive benefit package. High school diploma or equivalent
and strong communication skills are essential
for success.

Applications will be accepted
until position is filled.

L

-ENGINEERING and
Surveying firm seeking
a Civil Engineer for
commercial and residential site layout and
design, including utilities and hydraulic loathes. PE. license and
AutoCA.D experience
required. Competitive
saIary and benefits, full
or part time position
Close to
available
Kentucky and Barkley
scenic

in
Lakes
Eddyville. KY. Please

call

Four

Engineering
Surveying
270-388-4601 "

Rivers

Home Health Agency
looking for full and part

time RN's, LPN's.
HHA's, PT, OT, ST. and
admin staff. Owner has
more than 20 years
experience
benefit
Competitive
available
package
Interested applicants
send resume to tsar-

das#11macorp.com or
fax to 859-219-3940
KEVIN
JERRY
KENNEDY
PURYEAR TN SEEKING 12 FARM WORKERS TO PLANT/CULTIVATE/HARVEST TO
BACCOFRUITSNEGETABLES. TEMPORARY
TO
05/23/11
12/28 1 11 $9 48/FIR
75% OF TOTAL CONHOURS
TRACT
GUARANTEED
WORK TOOLS, SUPPLIES & EQUIP PROVIDED AT NO COST
FREE HOUSING TO
WHO
WORKERS
CANT REASONABLY
RETURN TO THEIR
PERMANENT
RESIDENCE AT END
WORK
EACH
OF
DAY TRANSPORTASUBSIS&
TION
TENCE
EXPENSES PROVIDED TO NON-RESI
WORKERS
DENT
AT 50 % OF CONTRACT
COMPLETION
RANDOM ALCOHOL'DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYER'S
EXPENSE (NOT DURING INTERVIEW)
YOUR
CONTACT
NEAREST STATE
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE JOB 0 TN
2354582

-ni
Mediaco
Cable Television Job Opportunities
SERVICE TECHNICIAN - BENTON. KY to perform field technical work for both cable television installation, high speed data networking,
including routers. for transmission or transport
of voice, multimedia, or data. Responsibilities
include daily organization of service calls. Customer relations, problem solving, maintenance
duties, and for turn-on of new distribution system. Must be able to climb poles with proper
equipment, ladders or other structures as needed. Lift and carry up to 70 lbs: use bucket truck
when required Work within limited confines.
such as crawl spaces On call duty required
Requirements include six months Service as
Installer Technician or equivalent previous
experience. Valid drivers license, satisfactory
driving record. Knowledge of PC's, clrent/server architectures, bridges, local area networks,
wide area networks. and IP networks are highly
desired. Ability to operate all tools and equipment in a safe and responsible manner Good
written and oral communication skills Ability to
work in all weather conditions and at various
heights. Ability to work flexible work hours.
including evenings, weekends. holidays and
overtime as required Must have High School
Diploma or GED

line

and prep cook And
servers
Apply within no phone
calls please

experienced

Applications will be accepted until positions are
filled at:
Careers mediacomcc corn

MEDIACOM IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Temporary Farm Workers needed Employer.
A & M. LLC - Graves Co. KY.
Tobacco,
Straw/Hay. Row Crop, Row Crop - Produce,

Greenhouse/Nursery & Alternative Work.
Employment Dates 05/21+11 - 01/12/12.
Wage of $9 48/hr Worker guaranteed 3/4 of
contract hours. Tools provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to non commuting
workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is met. Apply
for this job at the nearest KY Office of
Employment & Training Division of Workforce
& Employment Services Office referencing the
lob order #KY0423889.

8 Temporary Farm Workers needed.
Employer: Jay Housden dba Housden Farms Calloway Co. KY. Tobaccc Production &
Alternative Work. Employment Dates:
05.07r11 - 12/12/11 Wage of $9.48/hr. Worker
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools
provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
non commuting workers. Transportation &
subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract
is met. Apply for this job at the nearest KY
Office of Employment & Training Division of
Workforce & Employment Services Office
referencing the job order #KY0423175.

4 Temporary Farm Workers needed.
Employer: Jerry Miller dba Miller Farms -Graves Co, KY. Tobacco. & Alternative Work.
Employment Dates: 05/21/11 - 10/29/11. Wage
of $9.48/hr. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract
hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free housing prov:ded to non commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met. Apply for this job at

6-6-11 TO 12-1-11 KY KY0425231
B B & B FARMS. MURRAY, KY 8 OPENINGS

5-8-11 TO 12-20-11 KY0423129
G &G FAAF-3MS, MURRAY, KY 10 OPENINGS
5-28.11 TO 1-30-12 KY0424368
G. BRAME, MAYFIELD, KY 22 OPENINGS
5-15-11 TO 11-15-11 KY0424163
CODY WHITE, MURRAY. KY 6 OPENINGS
5-08-11 to 1-31-12 TN*3298753
GREENE ACRE'S FARMS, CUMBERLAND
FURNACE, TN
12 OPENINGS
FARM LABORER/ NURSERY LABORER
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state , agreed upon collective bargaining rate
or federal / state min. wage Adverse Effect
Wage Rate(AEWR) whichever is higher is
guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in this order., at time work is performed
$9.48 HR 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO
CHARGE.HOUSING PROVIDED
FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO
COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 500,o OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED.TRANSPORT DAILEY TO
WORKSITE. APPLY FOR THIS JOB AT THE
NEAREST OFFICE OF STATE WORKFORCE
AGENCY IN THIS STATE. USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE WITH A COPY OF
THIS ADVERTISEMENT.SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

140

Word to Buy

Do you need money
now? We can help youl
1-877-638-9338
Bad credit (AO No up
front fee
Real
Hopkinsvitle
Estate night lisensing
Beginning
classes.
4/11. Investment is
Call/text
$960.00

Deloise Adams,
270-223-0789
WWW.tacebook corn/De
tome Adams
PACKAGE
LIQUOR STORE
selling lot. building,
licenses. fixtures, and
inventory.
Recession proof
business.
Historic location.

Contact
1241 LIQUORS
at 270-KEG-1241

5300K

the nearest KY Office ot Employment &
Training Division of Workforce & Employment
Services Office referencing the lob order
"Y0423967.

MDM COMPUTERS
Service Sales
Repairs.'Upgrades

8 Temporary Farm Workers needed.
Employer: JTW Farms, LLC - Calloway Co.
KY. Tobacco Production & Alternative Work
Employment Dates: 05110/11 - 12/15/11. Wage
of S9.48/hr. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract

759.3556

•

housing provided to non commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met. Apply for this job at the
Division of Workforce & Employment Services

QUALIFIED CANDIDATES MAY APPLY AT

Office referencing the job order #KY0423037.

CAREERS.MEDIACOMCC.COM
Equal Opportunity Employer

060
Nolp Worded
Cynthia Ivy@LCCA.on

MAINTENANCE
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY, 42001
Visit us online at
LCCA.COM
E0E/M/F/V/D - Job
*22830

ASSISTANT
Lake VS'OtV Nursing
and Rehabilitation
Center is now
arc-opting applications for the following position: Part-

time RN dav shift.
Must be licensed in
the state of

Kentucky, Apply in
person at Lake Way
Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton KY 42025

E0E/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASF

PECO

Farkview Nursing
and Rehabilitation

Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other posution§
Send to'
PO Box ,3e3
Murray, KY
42071

"us mirfalIelfetaini

ta+

1 01:1'
rt' I Vol,

eral maintenance
experience Including
work with mechanical
eiectri,ai 1`101171binci
.5,0 HVAC sySte4rS

.TAM facility
- lealt

'spec-rice Is prP
efir Ter-it
lorreri
ax colt her pulls
prv. iediri4 medical hId
erage 401tki arid

earned time off.

SUBSCRIBE

Contact Cindy ivy
270-443-6543

I

090
Demotic & Childcare

WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean.
References
978-3583

ANTIOUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING Old U S. Coin
Over
Collections.
Experience.
30yrs.
293-6999.
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
WANTED: junk car &
truck batteries. Top
prices paid.
(270)759-9694
150

Adidas
For Solo
32" RCA, three years
old $75 Maytag dryer,
works great. $75
293-3109
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
at
bargains
has
Trends-N -Treasures
coins
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161
Fresh milk, free range
chicken eggs
293-6989

April
Showers
ring May
Flowers!

hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free

nearest KY Office of Employment & Training
Mediacorn has ar

Tumbleweed Now hiring experienced

Cable Television Job Opportunities
Mediacom is seeking a Warehouse Associate in
Benton, KY. Responsibilities will include
receiving. inventorying, issuing and shipping
materials. supplies, tools, equipment and parts
in stockroom, warehouse and yard.
Responsible for the issuance check-in,
reconciliation and integrity of customer set-top
terminals and equipment. Heavy lifting
required. Applicants must have a high school
diploma or equivalent. Minimum 2 years
warehouse experience. Ability to show
iudgment and initiative to accomplish duties
without close supervision. Knowledge of OSHA
and its implications in the implementation of job
responsibilities. Simple record-keeping skills.
Ability to communicate clearly. Must be able to
drive a box truck and nave a valid dnver's
license and satisfactory driving record. A drug
test and background check will be required of
successful applicant.

Cable Television Job Opportunities

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of forty-five
days, but if sold on a credit of 45 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent 110%; of the purchase price, with the balance
robe paid in full within forty-five 1451 days. with sufficient surety bond. beanng
interest at 1291 per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in forty-five days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2010 ad valorem tax..

MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

iViediacom

Being the same property conveyed to Ignacio Lopez, et ux., by deed of conveyance from KY Land Partners, LLC, dated April 28. 2008. of record in Book
743, Page 252, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky.

$7.0O PER

Paid holidays and vacation. health and dental
plans. salary plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

An Equal Opportunity Empl,iv It

Subject to TVA Restrictionisi which does not convoy any nght to constru.r
maintain a pnvate water use facility Rights of ingress and egress to and
he waters of Kentucky Lake or to construct or maintain privace water
ties which may have accrued to this lot, if any, are vested in Western Shores
Group Dock Association and are exercised in accordance with the Association
Agreement and only through the TVA 26A permit already issued to the Group
Duck Association or subsequent such permits no issued.

GET THIS IX 1
AD FOR ONLY

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Representative.
Sales
VI% ertising
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts. developing advertising plans and deseloping new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must ctio ,
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary will he
based on education and sales experience.

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

Mediacorn

Vste
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411 • S1ednesday. April 6. 2011

Murray Ledger & limes
S30

530
Services Offered

MIMES I. VIEW APARTME \

630
Services Offered

530
Services Wend

Seri/lass Offered

121; N liFlI Si.MI I RRAl.E.‘i

Office Hours: Slon-Fri 2:011-4 :Off
Accepting Applicatio], •
('ill for .an Appointment
I & 2 Bedroom Townhouses
One year lease
Basic Rent at $345-51- c
Central Heat & Air

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH St
orner iii 121 5, &I.leactale.
10X10525 1051c$44)
(2701436-2524
12701293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control

(270)753-1970

CY I Di) 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283 -6

•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1
%lore 44011r +141:
We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

For Sale Or Lease
4,700 sqft building with
entrance
front/rear
Half block W of court
square on Main St
270-293-6692 or

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

270-2937952

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853
Commencal Prop. Fe: Rent]
2,100 SqFt 3 office
spaces. 1,000 SqFt
storeroom. 1 block
West of court square.
753-8964

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

RETAIL Store in Hazel.
SF
+/5000
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

753-2905
Articles
For Sale

Pats & &applies
AKC
German
Shepherd puppies to
sale Dewormed/shots.
6 females $350-550.

Apartments For Rent
2B11 IBA duplex corn

collection
Large
(approx 300) stuffed
animals. All exellent
condition. Some beanies. some webkins. All
for $100.00. 293-0066
Slabs $550.00 semiload. Dust $400.00
semi-load. Call
293-9063
Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
1NARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270)753-1713

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
403 Chestnut St.
Guitar, Piano, Drums
Voice & More!
Adults Welcome!
Also: DJ & Sound
We Train Youth
Bands!
(270)978-1961
270
Mobile Homes For Sale I
'OWNER FINANCE'
1996 Superior doublewide with land. 3BR

2BA. Newly updated
corner lot. 90 Joseph
DR. Almo, KY. $2950
Down $633 month. Call
Ruthie 270-753-2222
NEWLY
REMODELED
28R & Lot $13,900

Reasonable Offer
You Can Own II
Don't Miss Out

New
2BR 1 BA
Concord
270-977-7881
NICE quiet. 3-bedroom
mobile home, big yard,
semi-furnished, washer
& dryer. refrigerator,
stove, central-heat &
air, no pets. $325
month + deposit, North
school. Call after 5:00
(270)767-7694

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Private Single
Lot. 3 miles
North of Murray.
Septic & Well
$175.001mo
Lease & deposit
required.
Call 759-1204
after 7:00pm.

ALL NEW Happy Jack
Xyleciae: Anti-Fungal
shampoo for dogs &
horses prevents ringworm and bacterial
1st Full Mo. Rent Free
skin infections without
steroids!
Orscheln
Calloway Garden
Farm & Home Store
Essex Downs
(270)759-8150.
Apartments
www.kennelvax.com
1505 Dniguid Dnse
Dachshund puppies.
IBR & 28R Api,
$200/ea. First shots,
270-753-8SS6
and
vet
wormed
TDD 1-800-545-1833
checked. 753-4111
Est, 283 .
6
EQUAI OppOlitollty
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bed- Shit-zu pups. Male,
room apartments avail- ckc, shots,wormed,
able Call for your $150.00-$300.00. 2
today. older females free.
appointment
270 - 804 - 8 1 0 3
270-753-2905
evenings
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applica400
tions for 1 & 2BR units.
Yard Sale
Rent based on income
Mobility impairment
accessible.
Phone'
YARD SALE
492-8721. Mon &
1416 DUDLEY DR.
Thurs
ON CORNER
10-12pm. TDD No.
MEADOMI.ANE)
1-800-648-6056. Equal
THURS.. APRIL 7
Housing Opportunity.
2-6PM
FRI.. APRIL 8 8-2PM
SAT., APRIL 9 8-IPM
Women's plus

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

clothes XL-4X,
Men clothes:
M-XL,
Trinkets and
Treasures

Quiet apartment in
Lynn Grove area. All
utilities paid . $600/mo
plus deposit.
270-492-8211
Very nice 2BR in quicr
area with outside stor
age and all appliances
Available now. 27C
759-5885 or 2-7 2cl -7085
340
Houses For Rent
1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets, 270-7530728, 270-994-3308
2 BR houses Available.
Various
locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets.
759-4826.
4BR farmhouse near
Kirksey. C/H/A. No
pets. Some appliances.
$650.00/no & deposit
1yr lease. 293-3751
360
Storage Rentals

1BR, price reduced
locations
various
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR. 2BA duplex.
$525/mo. +linio, security-deposit, no pets

please Call 4
92-8566 atter-fipm or
293-8566

;!

WANTED Apps. 40
acres, mostly wooded,
rolling, lake or lake site,
preferably with or without house, country
road frontage
270-354-5226
Litre Property
BRAND NEW!
Lake Vacation Home
On 1.71 AC $97,500
Includes FREE Boat
Slips Gorgeous new
designer- ready 1952
soft lake home in
specatuular park like
setting near lake Muse
see! Only one. Call
now 1-800-704-3154,
a 3645
www.kylakesale.corn
440
Lots For Sale

I

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1414 Oakhiil Dr.
Campbell
Estates
145x175ft, perfect to
basement.
walkout
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876

TREE SERVICE

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
home
in
Brick
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Floors,
Hardwood
Formal dining, costoni
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals

293-7872
NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032
REDUCED 2.5 story
house on 7 acres with
barn. With picturesque
view. East of town.
Make offer. 293-7252.

Check us out on the Web!
•4BR. brick, 2.790 soft
$95,000
ii3BR brick, 85.000
1st Ky Realty
murrayrealestalefor-

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

sale.com

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-7-53-5562

855-994-7336
I 800-821-6907

Licensed & Insured
All 1ohs - big or smal

753-9562
V. No is hilleleoric coin

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (87331
ADAMS Home
Improvement

Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
227-2617
Aldridge
Mccuiston
Roofing, LLC. Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 293-4020 or
293-1924
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, Reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
ALMO
COMPUTER
REPAIR
*Labor never
more than $50
•Reparr in
48 hours or trte
(270)978-7890

Concepts SudoKu

,9
1 8 2

hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461
Boats& Motors

2006 21 foot Tracker
Marine Tahoe 071 Sk
boat. Mercury 4.3/v-6
(260 OHP)gas engine.
Matching dual axle
custom Mr. Low hours
$17,400. 293-5916

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR

759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Posing, Sealeoatirig
& Hauling
'KAYTRAVIS

270-753-2279
D.G.
LANDSCAPING
•mowing Service
•Mulch
•Lie fertilization
•Sweeping Service

From Drywall &
. Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It AIR
No Job To Small!
270-873-9916
or visit our websde
kentuckylake
reinodeling.com
HEE ESTIMATES

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
.Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098

(270)925-5387
FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL

•24 Hour

,10 01

$1500 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Tree
YEARIRY'S
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Emergency Berm

, *Locally owned
'Licensed & Insured
-Ron Frame
(270)227-3t40
(270)474-0323

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

'
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PICK UP

270-293-5624

11. I'S%1'
M
\
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• weekly Si special pickups
• locally owned/operated

Answer to previous puzzle
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Horoscope
FREE

Ledger 8 Times

(270)753-1916
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by Jacqueline Blear

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, April 7, 2011:
This year. you rethink many of your decisions of the past. You also
are more aware of your greater potential. In this type of process, it is
often tempting to look backward, riot forward. There is no purpose in
analyzing the past without going into the future. If you are single, others find you to be flirtatious and desirable. Enjoy the many content
moments, and know that you don't need to make a commitment until
you are ready. If you are attached, the two of you renew your caring
and frequently go out as a couple. GEMINI understands you well.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

759-1151 • 293-278.3 ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** One doesn't need to be up for long to note the tenor of your
293-2784
day. Confusion seems to reign as you symbolically play "who's on
Handymtut1Nork
first." If you maintain a sense of humor, you actually could be laughing. Tonight Swap war stones with a friend.
RepairOdd
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
- Home- Auto,
*** With chaos as a theme. especially when dealing with tunds,
Carpentry,
Yards Trim,''Molding &

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
work.
track
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404

The Place to
Start.... Murray

Sucloku ri a iumber-p!acing puzzle casea a 3+,0 gral A:it:
several given numbers The obiect is to place the nurnb,s 1
in the empty squares so that each row each column and ea).•
3x3 box contains the same number only once The dif4cuth Ii
or the Concepts Suctolic increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

Hill Eleclife"
Since 19%
Res..0im.. & led.

270-293-2643

519-8570.

753-7728

We Finance

978-5655, 759-9295

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

most experienced
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

270-748-8970

0.111

No Job Too Large or Too Small!

nigIit

iYou
recan count on the

731-247-5422

Simmons Handyman
8 Carpentry Service.
Over 25 years. Call
Don, Murray area.

Full Line of Equipment • 17 Years Experience

Insured.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
LIBRARY ANNEX
MAIN STREET ADJACENT TO
LIBRARY
FRIDAY. APRIL 8. 10AM-6PM
DONATIONS ACCEPTED
'SATURDAY, APRIL 9•9AM-2PM
SALE!!!

%turret Ledger & Times 1 air
Housing Act Atohce
I Ta, caw ad,ertiwd herein
, ra.Ihrect to the hederrh Fan
HoUsItl,. ., Act. '6 hid, make, a
,,t'gdr to .3,1,o-hr..- an, pro,
vr,,.e. lirnitatior Or Li 1.+CrITTIINIII, based on rail' r:oler. rvh.
ion, .4es, handicap. familial qa!,, or nominal ong,, ,• ,,t.,.
':• ,1' ri• '',4t' .1-.. ,11.+ Pr, ti r

Chris Adams
(270)227-3779
vitieu transtar4yaroo.coM

Licensed & Insured

HUMANE SOCIETY
YARD SALE

Apartments For Rent

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required.
753-4109.
_

large deck, bonus room, and loft. $349,000.
Serious inquiries only. 978-1142

LOT FOR SALE
5.89 Acres Mostly Wooded City Water
Underground Utilities Sub-dividable (up to 7 lots)
Narrow Gate Subdivision off Coles Campground
Deed Restricted $45.000
(270) 705-1780

Water rarnadel Fo

and Mini0V
tapes to CVO

62 acres. Ten miles from Murray and
minutes from Kentucky Lake. 2,200 sq.ft..

Call 937-218-1367

pletely remodeled Al
new appliances includ
mg dishwasher, washe
and dryer No pets
270-436-2524 cell
270-293-6906

(270)753-6012

Mobire Homes For Rent

*VHS. VhS.C. H18
3BR. 2.5BA custom r.„, t :„

storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

PRESERVE YOUR
MEMORIES
-Transfer cassette
taoes to CD

BROT/4
,

• Moch More
No Job Too &nen
•

Jacob:.
270-978-0278
HOMETOWN

TREE SERVICE
Insured. Reliable
& PePectiai1le
Free.Eskmate

tee Sitio* Remo"
Cell 270-293.449
Hoine,270437-3044
•
HORSE BOARDING
-Stall or pasture
4115imo.
•!ncludes hay
270-293-7314
270-293-7315

you know what not to do. Make no decisions; take no action or do
anything that could have an impact. Observe rather than play.
Tonight: A happy Bull is a frugal Bull!

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Yes, you might have stardust dropping on you. but look
around. If everyone in your life is having issues, perhaps even just
talking to you. how good of day can it be? Remain sensitive to an
older relative or friend. Tonight: Keep on smiling.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** Realize that you cannot do it all, nor would you want to. Just the
same, take advantage of an opportunity to do just that. You might
remember where your desire to cooperate came from! A sense of
humor goes far. Tonight: Extra R and R.(Do vanish.)

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be naturally more jovial than many of your contemporaries. Still, enough is enough in your book -- especially when an
associate or loved one you considered stable goes flaky. The good
news: This too will pass! Tonight. Where your friends are.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You easily might be left holding the bag, as much tumbles to
the wayside. How you handle a situation and decision you need to
make might not be the norm. Look around -- how normal is everything? Then decide. Tonight: Could be late, very late.

House cleaning services. Satisfaction is gauranteed. 227-5837
293-9273

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Reach out for a friend or associate who often gives you

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$$ We will save
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**** Close relating occurs with so much ease that you might be
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excellent advice You might not be ready for this person's opinions
and feedback. You'll see a situation far differently after a discussion.
Rethink your options. Tonight: Put on a great piece of music.

frightened! Do whatever you need to do to be harmonious with this
person. Ultimately, is that not what you want? Stay open and light
with others. Tonight: Ills nearly the weekend. Add in more romance.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You might like being in charge. but that looks like allowing
some other person to do what you normally handle. This person
needs that experience and opens up with ease. Another person's
high creativity triggers your innate ingenuity. Tonight: Determine your
weekend plans,

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Deal with someone as directly as possible. You might not be
sure about what could emerge from this situation. A roommate or
family member seems very energetic. Let this person pick up what
you would prefer not to do. Tonight: Get as much rest as possible.
You are going to need it come Saturday.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might not be work-oriented or in the mood to accomplish much, A good conversation here and there allows greater giveand-take within these relationships. Face it -- you feel like a socialite
of sorts. And you want to be one, too. Tonight. Start the weekend
early.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Hold another's place open until he or she can center and make
a decision. You know what is happening within a special relationship
-- the other party might not be getting the messaae, Tonight: Go with
the flow, but stay home.
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Studies show that reading \
keeps the mind sharp. Give your
brain a boost. Subscribe to the
newspaper and expand your mind
with a world of information.
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